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Abstract. Whilst there is a substantial body of research that shows how Information
and Communications Technologies (ICTs) can support schools and teachers to make
their classrooms more inclusive, there is a need for more evidence describing how
best to ensure that the teaching of computing itself is inclusive. This paper reports on
a literature review of inclusive education in school computing lessons. It identifies a
number of inclusive practices, including ensuring a relevant and authentic
curriculum that focuses on depth of understanding, promoting culturally relevant
tasks, and ensuring an inclusive environment that challenges bias. The review also
identifies a need for much more research into what constitutes an inclusive
computing classroom.
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1.

Introduction

According to UNESCO [1], inclusion is “a process of addressing and responding to
the diversity of needs of all children, youth and adults through increasing participation
in learning, cultures and communities, and reducing and eliminating exclusion within
and from education” (p8). An inclusive school is therefore one which modifies its
“content, approaches, structures and strategies” (p9) to better educate all children.
While early debates about inclusion focused on whether pupils should be educated
in mainstream schools or alternative ‘special’ provision [2], over time, understandings
of inclusion have broadened away from the location of schooling to address a wide
range of pupil characteristics, including, but not limited to: race, class, gender,
language, cultural and social differences. Ainscow, Booth and Dyson [3] suggest that
inclusion is an approach to education based on inclusive values (including equity,
participation, compassion, respect of diversity, sustainability and entitlement).
School pupils are not a homogenous group [4] and there is now a substantial body
of research that shows how the most effective uses of Information and
Communications Technologies (ICTs) can support schools and teachers to make their
classrooms more inclusive (see, for example, Seale [5]). However, while much
research on use of ICT for inclusion is relevant to all teachers, there are still gaps in
the evidence of how best to ensure that computing lessons are inclusive. Given the
concern over low participation rates in Higher Education and the later years of
secondary computing, there is a need for specific research that investigates how
inclusive school teaching of computing is and how this might be improved. This is
vital as there is evidence that digital literacy is highly influenced by inequalities
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outside of school [4] and that a lack of access and skills forces individuals and groups
to becoming uncritical consumers of digital texts [6].
Therefore, this literature review was intended to survey the current literature
regarding inclusive computing education in schools to identify both aspects of
effective practice and areas for further research.

2.

Method

The aim of this project was to conduct a literature review of research focusing on
inclusive computing teaching in schools. There were three criteria for inclusion in the
review:
1) The text must be concerned with school level education
2) The text must focus on the teaching of computing or computer science
(rather than the use of technology across the curriculum)
3) The text must focus on one or more issues of inclusion
In order to find sources for the review, three databases were searched: ERIC
(eric.ed.gov), Web of Science (including the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)
and Conference Proceedings Citation Index – Social Science and Humanities (CPCISSH)) and the ACM Digital Library Guide to Computing Literature. The ACM
database contains both full-text and citation data regarding computer science research
as well as social science research and therefore an adapted search strategy was
required for this database. The searches were conducted in January 2017. Three
categories of search terms were required to ensure that the three criteria were met:
1) To ensure that all texts were focussed on school level education, the terms
searched for were: “primary”, “secondary”, “elementary”, “school” or “K12”. For the ACM database, the terms “school” and “primary” were
excluded as they returned texts relating to Higher Education and/or
Computer Science.
2) To ensure that all texts were focussed on the teaching of computing, the
following terms were used: “computing”, "teaching IT", "teaching ICT",
"teaching information technology", "teaching information communication
technology", "computer science", "computer programming", “digital
literacy” and "informatics". Other terms considered but not used included
“coding” (this gave irrelevant results due to the use of coding as a term to
describe the analysis of research data), “programming” (frequently used to
refer to the design of special education intervention programmes) and
variations of “IT” (these led to several thousand papers many of which were
about the use of technology to teach across the curriculum). This search term
was not required for the ACM database as all texts were related to computing
in some form.
3) To ensure the texts focus on issues of inclusion, the terms “inclusive” or
“inclusion” were used. (Where allowable, the wildcard inclus* was used.)
The initial searches resulted in 329 possible sources. The abstracts of all texts
identified by these searches were read and assessed against the three criteria. This
resulted in 29 relevant publications. The relatively high rate of ineligible publications
reflects the multiple meanings of the search terms.
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Table 1. Summary of search results

Database
ERIC
SSCI / CPCI-SSH
ACM

3.

Potential sources
33
127
169

Sources meeting criteria
10
7
12

Results and Discussion

The papers identified through this review identify several specific inclusion issues:
gender, diversity, special educational needs, attainment, and economic disadvantage.
While these issues are reported separately below and the majority of papers had a
clear focus on just one of these, some papers acknowledged that these issues intersect.
However, none of the papers attempted to provide a comprehensive description or
analysis of inclusive computing teaching or pedagogy.
Gender
The most commonly discussed inclusion topic was gender. There is clear evidence
that females are significantly underrepresented in computing (both in employment
and in the proportion taking higher qualifications) [7]. Ashcraft et al. provides a
comprehensive literature review of the research into underrepresentation of females in
computing [7]. This review shows that girls’ perceptions, interests, confidence and
career decisions are influenced by many factors and categorises these factors as
formal/informal education, peer influences, families and community influences and
media influences. Of particular relevance for this review are the sections pertaining to
formal education where Ashcraft et al. identify issues of curriculum and pedagogy.
In terms of curriculum, Ashcraft et al. suggest that girls may often hold perceptions
that the computing curriculum is irrelevant to them. They suggest that computing has
often been taught in the abstract rather than addressing how computing can help to
address real-life problems. This abstract curriculum also reinforces views of
computing as a “lonely, isolated, machine-focused set of tasks” (p21).
The review highlights the work of Lasen [8] that compares the views of school
girls who chose or did not choose to take advanced ICT options. Both those who
chose these courses and those who did not expressed “an aversion to programming”
with those who took the courses attracted to the creative aspects of the subjects (such
as multimedia and web design) and enjoying authentic, problem based tasks. The
view that girls do not opt for computing subjects because they do not value them is
also expressed by Downes and Looker [9].
This suggests that a computing curriculum needs to be designed to incorporate and
connect to real-life problems. It should also address some of the other areas that
influence pupil perceptions, for example, by incorporating lessons on or discussions
of media representations of computing.
Another curriculum issue identified by Ashcraft et al. is a focus on breadth of
coverage and speed rather than depth and fluency. A computing curriculum that is
focussed on speed and competence at isolated tasks can negatively affect pupils who
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prefer to study more deeply [7]. They suggest that computing curricula should focus
on fluency – activities that transfer or can be applied in other contexts.
One suggestion proposed as a way of engaging girls has been a curriculum based
around computer games. However, Osunde et al. [10] have identified that teenage
boys and girls prefer games with different features (e.g. graphical style, storyline,
number of players). While Robertson [11] provides an example of a game making
project that was enjoyed by students but did not address the gender gap and even
indicated that pupils were “less likely to like computing, or want to find out more
about the subject after taking part in the project” (p37).
The second set of issues relate to pedagogy and Ashcraft et al. suggest that handson activities, collaborative work, and project-based learning are important to motivate
and include girls. They suggest that active, practical work retains pupils’ interest and
help to make computing relevant while improving fluency. Similarly, Corneliussen,
and Proitz [12] suggest that school computing curricula need to adopt the playfulness
with technology found in after school code clubs in order to include girls.
Ashcraft et al. also suggest that there is evidence that the use of collaborative
learning activities have positive effects for girls, including increased persistence in the
face of problems. However, they claim that teachers tend to privilege independent
work and sometimes even discourage group-work.
It is also important to ensure that the classroom environment promotes suitable role
models and avoids stereotypical displays (Ashcraft et al. mention environments
referencing science fiction and displaying computer parts as being less appealing for
girls [7]). Coupal [13] highlights the importance of paying attention to power
relationships in school and Ashcraft et al. suggest that teachers need to pay attention
to classroom interactions to ensure pupils receive reliable feedback and avoid pupils
judging themselves based on their speed of work rather than depth of understanding.
Ashcraft et al. also suggest that teachers need to be aware of the potential for
unconscious bias regarding who will be most likely to succeed in computing and
warns against mistaking prior experience for innate ability. As Downes and Looker
[9] note, ability and value beliefs are gendered. Fisher and Cox [14] note that
programming contests use assessment methods that are biased towards males, (e.g.
through time constraints, question topics, etc.) and this may have implications for
multiple choice assessments in schools.
Diversity
Ladner and Israel [15] point out that in the USA, pupils of school age are ethnically
diverse with less than 50% of the population white and 15% of students having a
disability. This highlights the need for teachers to “be able to implement pedagogies
that promote learning and engagement for diverse learners” (p27). Iqbal et al [16]
note that there has been limited research into minority ethnic pupils’ experiences of
computing in the UK. In their study, “pupils suggested they were more engaged when
teachers tried to overcome the disconnection with pupils’ social context outside of
school” (p1297).
Ladner and Israel suggest that one potential approach to including diverse learners
is “culturally responsive computing education”. This is described by Eglash, Gilbert
and Foster [17] as a set of approaches which merge computational thinking with
cultural practices. This might include demonstrating the sophisticated mathematical or
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computational practices found in pupils’ cultural heritage; using culturally authentic
characters as sprites when teaching Scratch; or engaging in projects related to
culturally relevant problems or issues.
Promoting culturally relevant activities is suitable for all ages of school pupils.
Lotherington and Chow [18] describe how very young pupils created culturally
relevant multimedia versions of the traditional tale, Goldilocks, thus developing
digital literacy skills in a culturally diverse way. While Pirbhai-Illich, Turner and
Austin [6] show that high school students in alternative education provision can create
multimedia texts reflecting their culture.
Special Educational Needs
Pupils with Special Educational Needs are also at risk of exclusion from computing
lessons. Ladner and Israel [15] identify three aspects of exclusion: teachers’
attitudes/expectations; pedagogical approaches; and accessibility.
Teachers’ attitudes can have a negative impact on pupils’ achievement in
computing if they hold lower expectations of a pupil because of their particular needs.
Ladner and Israel suggest that this may “create an unconscious bias that the student
cannot learn computer science” (p27). In contrast, Echeveste [19] shows that this is
not necessarily the case and observed that “students labeled as special ed worked
steadily on programming tasks performing sometimes better than their peers” (p359).
However, Echeveste does not explain why this might be or if particular features of the
tasks or pedagogy supported this.
For pupils with certain Special Educational Needs, specific resources or
approaches are required to enable them to access the curriculum. For example, pupils
with visual impairment remain underrepresented in higher education computing [20].
In recent years, there has been a huge rise in the use of block-based programming
languages, e.g. Scratch, particularly to introduce computing to pupils. While there are
numerous benefits to such languages, they are not accessible for pupils with visual
impairments [21]. In an outreach robotics program for secondary pupils with visual
impairments, inclusive practices that would be appropriate for all subjects (e.g. use of
braille, allowing pupils time to orient themselves to the space, etc.) were
supplemented by practices that were specific to computing: the use of a text based
language, fully commented source code and a screen reader set to read all punctuation
[20]. Together these supported pupils to solve complex challenges. Another approach
is that of Papazafiropulos et al. [22] who used 3D printing to produce accessible
resources to teach visually impaired pupils computer science concepts (e.g. data
structures). They found that the resources they created were also successful with
sighted pupils and had potential to be used in inclusive classrooms
Attainment
In any computing class, there will also be differences in pupils’ level of attainment in
computing. These differences may relate to other aspects of inclusion. For example,
Hatlevik and Christophersen [23] suggest that some of the differences between pupils’
digital competence relate to their cultural capital and home language. Others note that
perceptions and beliefs about ability are often biased and gendered [9].
Even when differences of attainment are identified, teachers may not be equipped
to ensure that the work they set is at the correct level of challenge for pupils. As
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Dagiene and Stupuriene [24] note, the experience of question authors for the Bebras
computing competition has shown that experts do not evaluate accurately the
difficulty and complexity of the tasks they set for different age groups.
It is noticeable that none of the reviewed papers fully addressed how teachers can
support the wide range of attainment that might be expected in a school computing
class. There is clearly scope for adapting the inclusive pedagogical approaches used
successfully in many other subjects [25] and for researchers to engage with work on
pupil mindsets and alternatives to ability grouping and setting. For example, through
setting a range of different learning challenges that demonstrate progression in the
aspect of computing being taught, children can select for themselves the task that is at
the most appropriate level for them [26].
Economic disadvantage
Few of the reviewed papers specifically addressed ways of including pupils who have
less access to technology because of economic disadvantage. As Ashcraft et al. noted
above, attainment in computing may have more to do with prior experience than any
‘natural’ ability and Iqbal et al. [16] show that insufficient access to technology can
be related to the socio-cultural learning contexts of minority groups. Thus,
inequalities are compounded with this limited access having a more acute impact for
pupils who are already disadvantaged in other ways.
There are examples of specific actions taken to address digital exclusion. Thomaz
et al. [27] demonstrate how practical activities with robotics motivated and enriched
the learning of digitally excluded pupils in Brazil. These activities demonstrated
several features of pedagogy identified by researchers looking at other areas of
inclusion, for example, using practical activities and valuing collaboration

4.

Conclusions

This review found research relating to a number of inclusion issues, in particular,
gender, diversity, special educational needs, attainment and economic disadvantage.
However, the number of papers found was relatively small due to the use of the
search terms “inclusion” and “inclusive”. It is clear that there are other studies
relating to each of the five areas above that do not use these terms and so do not
appear in this review, for example, there was little reference to research that considers
the experiences of pupils with autism learning computing, or parental influences on
young peoples’ participation in computing. The gaps in the review are indicative of
the way that research in each of these areas has remained separate from the wider
educational literature on inclusion and inclusive pedagogies or even to the literature
on the use of ICT for inclusion. The review has shown that there is insufficient
research that synthesises these different strands and provides the guidance that
teachers need to ensure that their computing lessons are truly inclusive for all pupils.
That is not to say that researchers do not recognise the need for work that addresses
the full range of inclusion issues and particularly focuses on those who are
disadvantaged in multiple ways. In fact, Ashcraft et al. [7] suggests that a crucial next
step in efforts to diversify computing is “future research that takes a more in-depth
look at intersections of race, gender, class, ability, and sexuality” (p5).
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Notwithstanding these limitations, the review has identified some common
practices that have potential to further the inclusion of underrepresented and
disadvantaged groups by improving the school computing curriculum, teachers’
pedagogy and individual attitudes. Firstly, there is a need to ensure that the school
computing curriculum is relevant and authentic. Rudd [28] demonstrates how recent
changes to the ICT curriculum in England reflect ideological and neo-liberal political
positions which could lead to computer science being constructed as a selective and
elitist subject. In contrast, he argues the need for a curriculum and practices that
promote greater social justice and equity. Such a curriculum must be designed so that
it is valued by pupils and addresses issues that are important to them. One such
approach is to focus computing lessons on developing ‘computational participation’
which Kafai and Burke propose as an extension of the concept of computational
thinking to include personal expression and social participation [29]. Approaches to
computing should emphasise deep fluency rather than superficial understanding and
speed and highlight the social aspects of computing rather than reinforce stereotypes
of the lone, isolated programmer. For example, Holbert demonstrates how creating
artefacts for others may help to align computing with values of connectedness [30].
This can be complemented by “culturally responsive computing” approaches that
purposefully value and engage with aspects of pupils’ culture or go further and
actively promote critical reflection and engagement with issues of exclusion,
disadvantage and power relationships (see, for example, the work of Lee and Soep
[31]).
Such a curriculum should be taught through inclusive pedagogical approaches that
allow children to engage in meaningful practical tasks in a welcoming environment.
Teachers should encourage collaboration and pay attention to potential unconscious
bias and how interactions within the classroom may promote or reinforce
stereotypical behaviour.
In terms of future research, there is a need for a more comprehensive review of
each of the five themes identified here that draws on the wider literature of inclusive
practice and applies this to computing. It is also clear that many studies of inclusion in
computing have been situated in informal or outreach activities rather than inclusive
mainstream classrooms. As Kafai and Burke point out, extra-curricular activities
compete with pupils’ other interests and will never reach all of the pupils who may
benefit from them [29]. Therefore, schools have a vital role to play in ensuring all
pupils have an inclusive experience of computing and researchers have an important
role in supporting this by researching computing practices in more formal settings.
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